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Unique gameplay focused on high adrenaline action, action RPG, platforming.
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Key features:

Unique gameplay focused on high adrenaline action, action RPG, platforming.
Technological advances in a futuristic setting.
A variety of levels and enemies with their own balancing attacks.
Different character and equipment combinations.

Unique gameplay focused on high adrenaline action, action RPG, platforming.
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN A FUTURE CONTEXT. 
A VARIETY OF LEVELS WITH THEIR OWN BALANCING ATTACKS.
DIFFERENT CHARACTER AND EQUIPMENT COMBINATIONS.
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What's new in Synth Riders: Caravan Palace - Quot;Lone Digger Quot;:

The synth portion of the record has played a large part in defining it, from the swaggering bombast of "We Don't Smoke" to the playful cuteness of "Eat Cheese". For me though, the standout
tracks from this album are the ones which feel like they could be written in a different world, setting out on daring adventures along the surface and venturing into the unknown. Although
some of them are quite beautiful! My main obsessions with the Planet Earth cover: the lack of toads, the poster for the Wurlitzer, the twinkly laser shot effects... I liiiiiiiike you, Caravan
Palace. 06. Transient Love - "Move Around" Transient Love is a band on the cusp of greatness. They really have made a great album so far, despite slightly fewer hits than expected. "Move
Around" is one of the standout tracks, and it's a nice blend of ambience and vocal melody: moving along smooth waves of guitar and dreamy synths. I don't write too many reviews on my blog,
and I'd like to happily mix it up with an unhealthy amount of entries, but as much as I want to, I'm afraid that my jovial nature might cause me to draw your attention away from the
awesomeness that is Caravan Palace. Today's Just A Part of the Show! I could go on about the other solo artists on the label at length, but really, if I was objective, the real masterpiece here is
this one; Josh Knowles is a 24-year old piano-sax-guitar-pianist-who-dreamt-of-being-a-son-jay-self-pity-loves-a-fish-buzz-word-luringly-close-to-being-a-good-sentiment? type dude, and if you
don't believe me, just enjoy the record. 05. Pulsar - "Cryogenic Dreams" On the Planet Earth cover front, I'm especially in love with the shot of The Planet Earth face. It's almost like the cover
of the record is a sculpture that broke it's way from the Melting Of The Iceberg's Outside. The closing moments of "Cryogenic Dreams&qu 
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